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About This Video

Over 130 minutes of content with Workfiles.

Topics Covered:

-Finding the Mood and Composition
-Capturing the colors to set the tone

-Seperating the background and characters
-Applying light and color

-Finalizing
-Knowing if you over worked it or not

Includes;

-HiRes PSD
-HiRes JPEG

-Photoshop Brushes
-Photoshop Shapes
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Title: Robotpencil Presents: Illustration Basics Package
Production:
Robotpencil
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2016
Country: United States
Running Time: 137 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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hmm i not get video but got only psd. Just finished watching the entire package. Anthony really knows what he is doing, and also
delivers some good tips about how to approach your projects - from idea to conclusion. Very happy with the investment!. I
would definitely suggest this. It's probably the best impulse buy I've made in a while.

It does not hold your hand entirely, so if you are a complete newbie in art this will really be a bit difficult to keep up with, but if
you're more experienced with digital art it does cover quite a bit. Mainly I was incredibly interested in the first segment where
we get to see how he lays out his composition. I would have LIKED to see a more detailed description of how he got his smart
layers how he did so he could view all 4 compositions at once. Being able to see him work from opening photoshop to the end in
more or less real time is incredible (and is always helpful to have on hand).

He doesn't talk the entire time, but he does point out important details (right when I thought 'I don't like where she's placed, it
makes the focus too small' he had the same thought and explained he was going to move the element over to the left for a better
look).

And while the added brushes are a godsend if you don't use Photoshop sadly that's unlicky for you. But without the brishes even
I find this purchase one well made and I am looking foward to checking out RobotPencil's other videos!
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